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[Osiris Silvio] wrote:
“Here is a silly question. Many times, I have heard JoS members say that
Apollo is bisexual. Is this true?

ThankSS”

All this nonsense about "sexuality" is just some human interpolations that also
appear in myths because people don't understand how these reflect spiritually.
It's a gross interpretation which is mostly based out of human lack of knowledge
or insecurities on numerous subjects.

The Gods do have partners and clearly children, descended from them,
wives/partners, etc. These matters, however, are just mostly history and humans
divulge into these matters because of the same reason of human natural
gossiping or curiosity.

The "sexuality" of the Gods is allegorical, and is necessary insofar as to explain
the connections of energies. "Sex with the sister", "forced sex", "asexuality",
"virginity", all these are allegorical notions for the energies of the soul. Even
further, there are nonsense theories created about "sex change" and how it's
justified or whatever.

Most of these are out of people with an agenda to prove or in major need to sell a
book and sound smart over desecration of what's important. That bullshit is even
lower than tabloid news.

Gods undergoing "Sex Change" is not about pumping hormones into yourself to
change yourself. That is your purely personal medical decision caused by one's
feelings or thoughts, or decisions. The "Sex Change" is when energies change
from inside the soul, energy exchange between the male and female aspect of
the soul.

For example, Mars and Venus connect as opposing forces, creating harmony.
This is not about people having sex on a bed and one's fantasies over this. It's
just that the only way to explain this to regular humans is to illustrate these with
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sexual connections, which everyone is familiar with.

People who seek to corrupt and "justify" things, such as some idiot that came to
the Yahoo Groups years ago, saying they believed rape should be
"Commonplace" trying to justify it on mythology. They try to use the spiritual
allegories to give fuel to their worthless narratives.

These are part of desecration and obsessive sexuality that is imbalanced in
many people.

Apollo is not "Bisexual". Apollo is symbolic of the spiritual light, light from the sun,
etc. That is because in allegories generally same energies don't relate sexually
with one another, not opposing energies. Energies that are male in nature, can
also be connected together. That is purely spiritual.

Anyhow, in contrast to xianity, people who are different are not to be persecuted
under Paganism as nature is accepted and the same goes for natural mistakes
and situations of difference. Many of these things also follow social norms of the
time, television nonsense, personal confusion, random attention grabbing
situations and other stuff that is observable every day.

People can follow whatever they want in adult consensual relationships or
themselves, but this nonsense of insecurities that tries to drag the Gods into the
same game, is worthless nonsense. If it's pushed past a point it should be
considered vile.

The only thing Gods do not accept is pedophilia or bestiality, because that is
purely irrational and is not followed by any natural dictate. It's an act of pure hate
and a defiled act. It is of destructive connotations, traumatic, and an act of
destruction.

As for the second, of course, the jews have you covered. Jews attack the Aryan
culture by trying to pick whatever they can, such as saying that since Centaur
existed, it must have been a woman that copulated with a Taurus over this. That
is just jewish nonsense. The same jewish nonsense is promoted ad nauseum to
create a sense of disgust, insanity, and irrationality.

Other than this, sexuality is not penalized in any way in the Pagan religions. The
only requirement as with anything else is to have a balance and do what's best
for someone.

Procreation is another absolute necessity for reasons of happiness, family, and



so on. Sexual pleasure is another necessary human need that needs to be
engaged into for obvious reasons as with food in some people who need this.

Confusing this stuff too much is nonsense. It's actually borne out of misplaced
human needs. The same goes about some people wanting to enforce their
gender question stuff on the Gods. These comments are just mostly human
nonsense. One step further, that is totally kike nonsense.

When people will meet the Gods or feel their energies, they will understand that
all of this is bogus. There is no confusion in them. They are pure and clean. Most
of these confusions are part of humanity's misplaced abilities.

That inferior garbage is some modern (((LGBT))) dialectics that they try to find
upon what is holy and spiritual so that people of poor mind can feel satisfied with
their choices. Changing your gender won't make you into the seer Tiresias who
had their "gender changed". That is an allegory for changing the polarity of the
soul, such as going from the waking to the sleeping state. In regards to that
nonsense:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LGBT_them ... _mythology

I understand some trashers before have been going around saying Gods this and
Gods that in regards to these sexual or gender matters, but these are
imaginations borne out of their own suppressed needs, rather than an objective
view of the necessity of any of these supernal matters.

That is not bad to have, to imagine, or to think, but it's useless and nonsense to
promote ad nauseum to enforce their petty on others. The fact jews follow all the
same methodology to slander "Paganism" is revealing in itself.

Certain things are to be kept out of the spiritual and higher levels, and they are to
remain on the levels of where these people have them. We must learn to respect
what is sacred and know when to leave it untouched with pointless profanity.
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